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Abstract

This article presents a study of a set of pointing gestures produced together with speech in a corpus of video-recorded “locality description” interviews in rural Laos. In a restricted set of the observed gestures (we did not consider gestures with special hand shapes, gestures with arc/tracing motion, or gestures directed at referents within physical reach), two basic formal types of pointing gesture are observed: B-points (large movement, full arm, eye gaze often aligned) and S-points (small movement, hand only, casual articulation). Taking the approach that speech and gesture are structurally integrated in composite utterances, we observe that these types of pointing gesture have distinct pragmatic functions at the utterance level. One type of gesture (usually “big” in form) carries primary, informationally foregrounded information (for saying “where” or “which one”). Infants perform this type of gesture long before they can talk. The second type of gesture (usually “small” in form) carries secondary, informationally backgrounded information which responds to a possible but uncertain lack of referential common ground. We propose that the packaging of the extra locational information into a casual gesture is a way of adding extra information to an utterance without it being on-record that the added information was necessary. This is motivated by the conflict between two general imperatives of communication in social interaction: a social-affiliational imperative not to provide more information than necessary (“Don’t over-tell”), and an informational imperative not to provide less information than necessary (“Don’t under-tell”).
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1. Introduction

Despite long being considered the simplest, most primitive form of communicative action (Wundt, 1972/1921:74–75), the humble pointing gesture has much to reveal about the nature of human social intelligence and mind. Since more than half a century, scholarly considerations of pointing gestures have addressed questions of the very foundations of signification, from psychologists’ ruminations on their production and comprehension (Wundt, 1972/1921:74–75; Bühler, 1982/1934:45), to philosophers’ concerns with notorious puzzles of ostensive reference (Wittgenstein, 1955:§33; Quine, 1960:100–101; cf. Peirce 1932/1965:§2.305), to pioneering ethnographic descriptions of pointing’s role in different cultural settings (Efron, 1941/1972:96–97; Sherzer, 1973; Haviland, 1993). In more recent decades, most work on pointing has focused on its cognitive and semantic status as a proto-linguistic mode of human communication. Pointing is argued to be a critical precursor to language, both in phylogeny (e.g. Hewes, 1981, 1996; Rolfe, 1996) and ontogeny (Scaife and Bruner, 1975; Bates et al., 1975; Ohama, 1984; Schaffer, 1984; Bates et al., 1987; Carpenter et al., 1988; Butterworth and Morissette, 1996; Butterworth, 2003, inter alia). Pointing is now understood to constitute a uniquely human mode of joint-attentional behavior (Povinelli et al., 2003; Tomasello, 2006). Recent experimental work with pre-linguistic infants implicates pointing directly in one of the defining achievements of the human mind, our capacity for shared intentionality (Liszkowski, 2006; Tomasello et al., 2005).

Our interest in pointing goes beyond its proto-linguistic status. Past pre-linguistic infancy, pointing goes on to play a significant role in fully linguistic interaction. That is, once children acquire language, they do not cease to use pointing gestures as a key tool for achieving joint attention and constructing utterances. This article examines the relation between pointing gestures and speech in structurally integrated composite utterances (cf. Clark, 1996; Engle, 1998 on “composite signals”). We analyze a set of spatially anchored pointing gestures by Lao speakers from a corpus of ethnographic interviews and naturally occurring conversational interaction (restricting the set by ruling out gestures with special hand shapes, gestures with arc/tracing motion, and gestures directed at referents within physical reach). We observe two major types of pointing gestures, which form a composite utterance with accompanying speech in two very different ways. In one type (B-points, “big” in form), the information in the gesture tends to be a primary, foregrounded component of the communicative message, along with accompanying speech and sometimes even without it (e.g. when I silently point to your keys in response to your question ‘Where are they?’). These are essentially equivalent to proto-linguistic gestures, and, unlike many types of hand gesture, are not necessarily dependent on language for their proper interpretation. A second type (S-points, “small” in form) shows a different division of labor: the speech is informationally foregrounded, the gesture is a backgrounded modifier. These smaller, backgrounded pointing gestures are of an entirely different degree of informational sophistication, being functionally stitched in to spoken utterances. What look at first to be slight variations in form (bigger versus smaller pointing gestures) turn out to indicate

---

1 This systematic integration of spoken and manual representations is the general topic of research under the rubric “gesture”, a multidisciplinary field which has recently emerged from several cognitive science disciplines, including linguistics, psycholinguistics, linguistic anthropology, and conversation analysis (e.g. Ekman and Friesen, 1969; Kendon, 1972, 2004; Schegloff, 1984; McNeill, 1985, 1992; Haviland, 1993; Goodwin, 1994, 2000, 2006; Goldin-Meadow, 2003; Kita, 2003; Liddell, 2003).
qualitatively quite distinct types of phenomena, with very different underlying cognitive and communicative structures. Evidence suggests that they are acquired at opposite ends (i.e. first, and last) of the order of acquisition of gesture types. That is, what look at first sight like $a$ and $b$ turn out to be alpha and omega.

In what follows, we first describe our empirical study of Lao speakers’ spatially anchored pointing gestures, accounting in functional terms for the differential distribution of two formally defined types of pointing gesture, which we call B-points and S-points (formally defined below). Our question is whether the variation between big versus small form of a spatially anchored pointing gesture is random, or whether this formal variation is related to the pragmatic function of the utterance in which it occurs. We suggest that form/function differences between the two types of pointing gesture reflect distinct types of constraints which interactants have to satisfy in confronting the online problem-solving task of designing utterances in face-to-face interaction. The form/function properties of B-points are relatively straightforward. They focally serve to establish joint attention, and to inform, with respect to some perceptually available, and spatially locatable object. We consider in greater detail the subtle informational complexities of S-points. These gestures arise in our data where an informational imperative comes into direct competition with a social-affiliational imperative. These two imperatives are among multiple elements contributing to a speaker’s constraint satisfaction problem in the course of producing signals for communication. The informational imperative requires interactants to ensure that the calibration of their referential understanding is sufficient for current communicative purposes at any stage of the interaction—or, in a nutshell, “Don’t under-tell” (Schegloff, in press). The requirement for such calibration is to be expected in an intelligent system of communication which follows a cumulative informational trajectory (“discourse”), and in which signals are designed for their intended recipients/audiences (Sacks and Schegloff, 1979; Clark, 1992, 1996). But at the same time, since every exchange in human interaction is socially consequential (Sacks, 1992; Heritage and Raymond, 2005; Enfield, 2006), we can expect utterance production to be as much constrained by social-affiliational imperatives as it is by informational imperatives. We learn from S-points in the Lao data that social-affiliational imperatives outrank informational ones when the two are in conflict. In later sections of the article, we consider related phenomena described in other cultural settings, and we look more broadly at these secondary functions of pointing gestures.

2. An empirical study of Lao speakers’ pointing gestures

Data for this study are from video-recordings of conversation and other discourse by Lao speakers in villages in and around Vientiane, the capital city of Laos (cf. Enfield, 2001, 2003a, 2003b, 2004, 2005). Included among these materials are video-recordings of the Historically Anchored Locality Description Task, a semi-structured outdoor interview on the history of a locality (Wilkins et al., 2001). Four speakers participated in such an interview. From the recordings of these interviews, we isolated all composite utterances which featured a spatially anchored pointing gesture. We defined a pointing gesture as a communicative bodily movement which projects a vector whose direction is determined, in the context, by the conceived spatial location, relative to the person performing the gesture, of a place or thing relevant to the current utterance. We excluded from consideration those pointing gestures which featured (a) hand shapes other than those with a single protruding digit (since it is known that these can have special, elaborated communicative functions such as politeness, denoting features of the target,
etc.; Kendon and Versante, 2003; Wilkins, 2003), or (b), arc or tracing movements of the articulator at phase of full extension, apparently representing motion (e.g. as occurred in our data in references to local roads), since other factors are likely to be involved in their use. All 102 gestures which were isolated by this procedure featured origo and target on the same horizontal plane. That is, none of the gestures pointed to a referent above or below the speaker. They all involved articulation of the gesture by one arm only (no two-handed deictic gestures occurred), and all featured a single digit (index finger or thumb) as vector-projecting articulator.

Each utterance in the set was coded for form of the gestural action. (Coders did not understand Lao, and were not aware of the research question.) Coding was for manner of articulation of the gesture, distinguishing formally between B-points (gestures in which the whole arm is used as articulator, outstretched, with elbow fully raised), and S-points (gestures in which the hand is the main articulator, the arm is not fully straightened, typically with faster and more casual articulation). We also coded for orientation of the head (towards versus not towards the target). Information about head orientation allowed us to infer direction of eye gaze, a deictic signal of importance to pointing; see section 2.1.1, below, for discussion. The two types of gesture occurred with similar frequency in our set of examples (46 B-points vs. 56 S-points). Examples are illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2.

We wanted to know what the functional distinction was, if any, between these forms of co-speech pointing in our Lao corpus. We found, first, that B-points are characteristic of “location-focus”

Fig. 1. B-point (whole-arm articulation) with head oriented to target (speaker – in white shirt – pointing to something forward and to his left).

2 Also, none of the gestures pointed to a referent within physical reach. Had we observed such gestures in our data set, we would have excluded them, since it is known that the form of a pointing gesture can be formally adapted in special ways to the fact that a referent is small and/or nearby (independent of information structure considerations).
utterances (see section 2.2.2, and Fig. 8, for discussion and quantitative evidence). We first discuss these cases, before turning to S-points.

2.1. B-points in location-focus utterances

We use the term location-focus to describe a property of composite utterances in which the location of the target/referent is focal (in the sense of Lambrecht, 1994:Ch. 5), and nothing in the speech imports a presupposition of specific location of the referent. In other words, the primary function of the utterance is to tell the addressee where something is, in such a way that the ‘where’ information is given by the situational context (possibly a gesture), not the speech (see Fig. 1). This typically means that there is a deictic element in the speech, such as here or there, which obliges a listener to ‘go looking’ in the context for what is intended. Often it is a hand gesture that supplies the key information, but it need not be—there are other means to fill in the ‘blank’ that a deictic term opens up, the key mechanism being that a certain solution is made ‘mutually salient’ (Clark et al., 1983).

3 In defining location-focus utterance for current purposes, we exclude cases in which the speech itself imports a presupposition of specific location of the referent, the main type of case being the use of proper names. Thus, It’s in Sunnydale relies on the addressee already knowing where Sunnydale is, while It’s there relies on the addressee to recognize in the context a mutually salient solution to the problem of where “there” must be referring to. Utterances such as It’s in Sunnydale do focus on location, but these do not concern us here. Those location-focus utterances which include deictics require reference to context, but note that they do not entail the use of a hand gesture. Nor do they specify, if a gesture is used, what form it should take. This is the question we consider in the following section.
utterance answers a ‘where?’ question with a demonstrative like ‘here’ or ‘there’ in combination with the gesture⁴:

(1) I juu1 thaang2 daj3 hoong2-hian2  
    be.at way  which school  
    ‘Where is it, the school?’

D hoong2-hian2 juu1 thaang2 [suan3-maak5 thaang2 phi44 deø]  
    school be.at way  garden-betel way  right.here PCL  
    ‘The school’s in the direction of [the betel garden this way  right here] FIG. 1.’

The gesture by D in (1) is illustrated in Fig. 1.

In another kind of example of a location-focus utterance, the locational information is volunteered independently by the speaker (rather than supplied in answer to a ‘where?’ question). The utterance is similarly primarily telling the addressee where something is. In this example, the speaker is talking about the history of his locality, and is discussing various tase`e`ng3 ‘district chiefs’ who had formerly governed:

(2) tase`e`ng3 ngoon1 [khaaw1 nan4, naa2 phen1 ñang2 juu1  
    district.chief N  period that,  paddy 3SG.HON still be.at  
    nii4 deø – ]  
    here PCL  
    ‘The District (Chief) Ngoon [at that time, his paddy fields were still here] FIG. 3.’
The use in speech of a demonstrative such as "nii4 'here' or "phi44 'right here' requires the addressee to consult the context in order to determine the intended referent. One common aid to this search is an accompanying pointing gesture. De Ruiter and Wilkins (1998:605) call these “obligatory” gestures, since the spoken part of the utterance “requires a gesture to go along with it for it to be codable and semantically complete”. These are distinguished from “supportive” gestures, in which the spoken part of the utterance “could stand on its own in context (with the primary proposition intact)” (De Ruiter and Wilkins, 1998; see section 2.2, below). The “obligatory” gesture helps determine the mutual salience required for a speaker and listener to converge on the intended referent of an indexical symbol such as a demonstrative (e.g. English this; Clark et al., 1983; Enfield, 2003b). We are concerned in this article to determine the relation between the form of pointing gestures (B- and S-points) and their semiotic function. While the notions of obligatory and supportive are an important beginning, that distinction focuses on the “degree of importance” the gesture has in the composite utterance. In this article, we try to focus more on the qualitative difference between roles that gestures may play in composite utterances, and, in addition, whether formal differences align with these, and if so, why.

When a referent is distant, both B-points and S-points occur, but for an utterance with this location-focus function it is a B-point that serves, articulated with the whole arm, and usually with head and gaze also oriented to the target (see next section). This ensemble of features is characteristic of infants’ primordial pointing gesture whose function is to inform or otherwise purposely establish focal joint attention (Liszkowski, 2006; Tomasello, 2006). Let us consider why it is that our location-focus composite utterances featured B-points.

2.1.1. Why B-points are formally well fitted to location-focus contexts

Location-focus utterances have the primary purpose of telling an addressee where something is. B-points serve this function better than S-points for at least three reasons. First, they are better for attention-direction, since they take up more of the addressee’s visual field, they move further, and they move faster. Second, the greater effort of physical movement involved in a B-point is a potential index of greater importance of the locational information (i.e. the information expressly conveyed by the gesture) to the primary assertion of the speaker’s utterance (Levy and Fowler, 2000). Third, B-points are maximally accurate as pointers (in the absence of long sticks and laser pointers). They have longer, straighter, and typically longer-maintained vector-projecting form. These three formal properties of B-points mean that they are better fitted to convey focal locational/directional information. In location-focus utterances, where the context is critical for comprehension of locational reference, the B-point does it best.

In addition to these location-focal features of the form of B-points’ hand/arm articulation, B-points also tend to occur with accompanying orientation of head to target, significantly more often than S-points do (Fisher’s exact test, \( p < .001 \)). In addition to coding of gesture “size”, we coded for orientation of the head either to, or away from, the target of the pointing gesture at the peak of the gesture’s articulation. The two binary parameters of manner of S-point versus B-point articulation and towards versus away head-orientation yield four formal variants, distributed in the data as follows (Fig. 4):

---

5 To say that the gesture is literally “obligatory” is too strong, since the reference of a deictic can be found in the context through other means, as long as a “mutually salient” solution is available (Clark et al., 1983).
Two generalizations are possible:

(3) a. When a B-point is performed, the head will likely be oriented to the target of the pointing gesture (39/46 = 85%). (By contrast, S-points only weakly prefer head-not-to-target.)

b. When the head is not oriented to target, a pointing gesture will likely be an S-point (32/39 = 82%). (By contrast, head orientation to target only weakly prefers B-points.)

In short: If the pointing gesture is a B-point, then head (and gaze) will be oriented to the target of the gesture. It is well established that the direction of eye gaze (inferable from head orientation in the absence of reliable eye-gaze data) is a powerful component in attention direction (Baron-Cohen, 1995).

To summarize, the formal features of B-points, along with the aligned eye gaze which typically accompanies them, account for their good fit with the function of focusing on ‘where’, and therefore on drawing focal attention to ‘where’ at the utterance level. The kinds of utterances which include these gestures are informationally relatively straightforward. They are not much different to the proto-linguistic “informing” utterances that 12-month olds perform with pointing gestures (Liszkowski, 2006). (This is of course not to deny the problematic nature of interpreting ostensive gestures, regardless of whether they are accompanied by speech; Wittgenstein, 1955:§33; Quine, 1960:100–101; Goodwin, 2006). We now turn to the more complex matter of S-points.

2.2. S-points in insecure reference environments

In contrast to the straightforward distribution of B-points to a single utterance function, the kinds of situations in which S-points occurred in our data appear to be more varied. Here are the four classes of utterance type which feature S-points in our data set:
(4) (a) Request for clarification: The speaker is asking for clarification that this referent was the intended referent of a previous utterance (e.g. You mean \([\text{the school}]_{S\text{-POINT}}\) for secondary students?)

(b) Supply of clarification: The speaker is clarifying/confirming that this was the intended referent of a previous utterance of their own; in response to addressee’s request for clarification (e.g. What I mean is \([\text{the school}]_{S\text{-POINT}}\) for secondary students.)

(c) Very general reference form: The speaker’s linguistic utterance appears to contain insufficient information for unambiguous recognition of the intended referent, e.g. due to ellipsis or pronominalization (e.g. \([\text{It’s}]_{S\text{-POINT}}\) for secondary students.)

(d) Initial mention of a recognitional term (e.g. a place name): The speaker introduces the referent with a proper name for the first time in the discourse, where there is possible reason to think that the linguistic term alone might not be sufficient for reference to be secured (My kids go to \([\text{Sunnydale School}]_{S\text{-POINT}}\).

We argue that there is a functional unity to these seemingly diverse utterance types. In each case, the speaker makes linguistic reference to a uniquely recognizable entity in a situation where the referent seems likely but not certain to be recognizable for these interlocutors in this context. There is apparent (if low) risk that the addressee is not going to be able to achieve reference on the basis of what’s being said in the talk. We refer to these as insecure reference environments. The best way to clarify what is intended here is with examples.

2.2.1. Three examples of S-points in insecure reference environments

2.2.1.1. S-point with request for clarification: ‘The steel bridge’. In this example, the interviewer wants to ask about a particular bridge he has in mind (line 1), not aware that there are multiple bridges he could be taken by this recipient to be referring to. The utterance in line 1 is insufficient to secure common reference to a single bridge in the local area. This is made apparent in line 2, when a stretch of more than a second’s silence reveals an absence of uptake or grounding of the interviewer’s attempted reference (Jefferson, 1989; Clark, 1996:268). In line 3, the interviewer resumes, voicing a signal of disfluency. Here, the addressee takes over and begins a request for clarification (lines 4–6), proposing a candidate referent for the bridge referred to by the interviewer in line 1. His S-point (illustrated in Fig. 2) co-occurs with his spoken description of this candidate referent in line 6, the ‘steel bridge’:

(5) 1  I: *suan1 qanø khua3 juu1 thaang2 lum1 hanø dêø*
   as.for um bridge be.at direction below there PCL
   ‘As for, um, the bridge down below there?’ [No gesture]

   2 (1.3s)

   3  I: *qanø*
   ‘Um...’

   4 D: *khua3*
   ‘(The) bridge...’

   5 (3s)

   6 D: *khua3 [mak-lêk1 (.3s)] phaan1 maa2 niø vaa3*
   bridge steel    bridge cross    come PCL PCL.Q
   ‘The bridge of [steel] in.2? The bridge (you) pass coming (here)?’
Fig. 5. “(Ø = you) don’t find (it) delicious?”.

The S-point marked in line 6 with square brackets is timed to peak with articulation in speech of the identifying feature of the bridge—i.e. that it’s the steel one, and not one of a number of other bridges made of other material, in other locations near the village.

2.2.1.2. S-point with very general reference form: ‘Ø not find (it) delicious?’.

Two women are sitting at an outdoor table (Fig. 5; Da is on the left, Tui on the right). They are eating a snack food which has been shared around to them and a number of children and visitors who are milling around. The discussion turns to whether the children are enjoying the food, and at a certain moment, Da formulates an utterance whose ambiguity is foreclosed only by the S-point (directed at her addressee Tui)⁶ which accompanies it (Fig. 5):

(6) \[ \text{bōʊ \ [sèëp̩4] vaa3} \]
\[
\text{NEG \ find.delicious \ PCL.Q} \]
\[ ‘(Ø = You) don’t find (it) delicious?’ \]

The spoken part of the utterance is ambiguous because the subject of \[ sèëp̩4 \] (here meaning ‘to find something delicious’) could be the addressee Tui, or a child Khim, who is currently topicalized in the conversation. The pointing gesture disambiguates the overly general reference form in the utterance it accompanies, by filling in the gap in linguistic structure left by the “zero anaphor” (cf. Levinson, 1987:114–118; Haviland, 1993:17). Examples like this make explicit one of the key cognitive challenges in both producing and comprehending linguistic utterances: namely, binding speech and gesture into a unitary informational structure.

2.2.1.3. S-point with initial mention of recognitional: ‘Saythani District’.

The interviewee is describing various changes that have taken place in his locality over the years:

---

⁶ Since the gesture is performed in the casual, fleeting manner typical of S-points, it is difficult to depict the gesture in a still image captured from video. Fig. 5 shows Da’s hand at full extension, but the hand is in motion at the moment depicted.
The first pointing gesture (Fig. 6) is to behind the speaker, to his left. The second gesture (Fig. 7) is to his right, forward. Both gestures are S-points. The locations to which these gestures aim are where the offices of the district administrations are physically located (each several kilometers away). These references are insecure in our sense because while the speaker has reason to believe that his addressee will know what is meant by the place names Saythani and Saysettha (the interviewer is known by the speaker to have been familiar with the area for some years), there is some reasonable doubt that these terms will be fully understood (since the interviewer is, after all, not a local).

2.2.2. When informational and social imperatives conflict: the S-point as a safety net for over-supposition

Of the set of 102 pointing gestures in our set, around two thirds (68) occurred in insecure reference contexts. Of these, more than four fifths (56) were S-points (a significantly greater proportion than in the location-focus context, where S-points were not observed; Fisher’s Exact test, $p < .001$). Further, B-points occur more often in location-focus utterances than in insecure reference utterances ($\chi^2 (1) = 5.26, p < .05$). In other words, S-points are associated with insecure reference utterances, and B-points with location focus utterances.
We propose that these S-points are selected in a class of interactional situations in which speakers face a dilemma: ‘I want to formulate a likely identifiable referent as recognitional (e.g. You come in past Somsamai Village), but I’m not completely confident that you will recognize the referent by the linguistic formulation I have in mind’. The speaker is stranded between options for linguistic formulation. If her linguistic formulation supposes too much – e.g. by introducing a place by proper name (as in example (7), above) when it turns out the recipient doesn’t recognize the place by name – the risk is failure to achieve reference. This fails to satisfy an informational imperative, resulting in failure of speaker and addressee to converge in referential understanding. Under-telling in this way is likely to result in a request for (and subsequent supply of) clarification, disrupting the progressivity of the interaction (Stivers and Robinson, 2006), at some cost for all concerned (cf. Heritage, 2007; Schegloff, 2007).

If the only operative imperative in an intelligent system for communication were to provide sufficient information for referential success, then when a given referential formulation is thought by its producer to be possibly inadequate for its intended recipient, one would presumably simply reject it in favor of something more explicit. So, instead of Somsamai Village, whose definiteness presupposes recognition, a speaker in any doubt might formulate the place as indefinite (a village upstream of here), or refer to it less succinctly with a complex description (the village with the steel bridge, on the way here). But these informationally more secure options run a different kind of risk, since despite some doubt about the referential adequacy of the selected linguistic formulation (e.g. a proper name), the speaker might at the same time also not be confident that the recipient wouldn’t achieve reference from the recognitional linguistic expression being supplied (e.g. a simple place name). If the speaker’s formulation supposes too little common ground, there is a danger of over-telling, being more explicit than was actually necessary, thereby failing to heed a social-affiliational imperative (Schegloff, 2007). In other words, if a speaker formulates his or her utterance so as to put “on-record” (Brown and Levinson, 1987) a presumption that the addressee does not possess the requisite knowledge to achieve reference – e.g. that they wouldn’t recognize a particular place name on first mention – the risk is
socially distancing the interlocutor by treating them as not sharing knowledge with the speaker (Enfield, 2006).

So, while the risk of under-telling is informational/referential failure, the risk of over-telling is epistemic misjudgment and social/affiliational failure. The insecure reference utterances present the speaker, or better, utterance designer, with a dilemma of constraint satisfaction. According to our analysis, the Lao speakers’ S-points give them a half-way solution: maintain the symbolic, focal, linguistic component of the utterance as it should be, assuming informational calibration, and add a pinch of extra information (here, the spatial information indexed by the gesture) in a relatively low-cost, off-record, non-intrusive, potentially pre-emptive, compensatory form. (Or: Risk under-telling in the speech, risk over-telling in the gesture.) For affiliative reasons, speakers will show a preference to err on the side of under-telling (or, “over-supposing”, as Schegloff, 2007 puts it) rather than over-telling. When one is teetering in the middle, a well-placed S-point is an informational safety net.

2.2.3. Why S-points are formally well fitted to insecure-reference contexts

Think about the kind of utterance which is home to the S-point. This is an utterance whose purpose is to converge with the speaker on referential coordination when the adequacy of the linguistic formulation alone is not guaranteed. As laid out in the previous section, the S-point component of the utterance functions to provide a bit of extra information “just in case”, but where this information should not be perceived as even necessary, since this active attention to a perceived informational risk of under-telling must be balanced against the desire to avoid a social-affiliational risk of over-telling. Here, as we saw for B-points, above, form fits function. We argue that the reduced physical movement involved in the articulation of S-points is indexical/iconic of “not primary assertion” (cf. Levy and Fowler, 2000), via a Gricean pragmatic rule of quantity (i.e. given that the option of doing the bigger gesture is available yet not selected; Grice, 1987; Levinson, 2000). More importantly here, the speaker’s formulation of the gesture as casual and small is an iconic means to overtly downplay the need for its even
being there. The S-point’s casual, reduced, fast articulation means that the locational information it provides is vulnerable to not being easily interpreted by the recipient, and this vulnerability is itself part of the signal. This property is neatly fitted for the function we have illustrated (and we expect, given the naturalness or non-arbitrariness of these form-function mappings, that our findings will more or less generalize across cultural settings). The speaker indicates by this very manner of formulation that the information in the gesture is not especially important, as if to say “you probably don’t need this extra information, because you probably know what/where I mean, so I’m not going to too much trouble to make it available to you, since it’s probably not going to matter if you don’t receive it”. In this sense, the addition of locational information by the S-point gesture is less on-record, and a possible threat to face is minimized.

3. A broader consideration of “secondary pointing” phenomena

If our Lao speakers’ B-points represent an adult form of proto-linguistic gesture-focal utterances with speech more or less tacked on, the S-points, by contrast, have an inverted structure. In the S-point utterance, speech is primary. The hand gesture component retreats into the finer information structure of the utterance. Let us now consider S-points within a broader category of secondary pointing utterances reported in other studies.

Bavelas et al. (1992) describe a type of gesture called “citing”, one of a number of gestures they label “interactive”, since these gestures function to manage the interpersonal/interactional context of speech. This type of gesture is familiar to us (the authors) from everyday life, for instance in scientific discussion: a speaker proffers a small pointing gesture, formally identical to the Lao S-points described above, in the direction of someone present, while offering a comment which makes reference to something this person has previously or elsewhere said independently. (Imagine you raise the topic of the general theory of relativity while Albert Einstein is in the room; we bet you will accompany this with a little point or a nod in his direction.) Like a Lao S-point, this form of citation also deals with social-affiliational considerations rather than focal informational content. Our example works because of a socially consequential notion in the cultural environment of scientists (with its analogue in every imaginable domain of social expertise), that different individuals have differential rights to claim authority, according to their real or rightful area of knowledge. The problem is, if you make a statement unprompted – i.e., in “first position” in conversation or other discourse – you are thereby making an implicit claim of having primary authority to make that statement (Heritage and Raymond, 2005). And if you happen not to be the one in the room with the collectively acknowledged highest authority to say it, you will have to negotiate the mismatch between your own (actual) secondary authority and the (implicit) claim of primary authority via the “first position” placement of your contribution.

Like the Lao speakers’ S-points, these small “citing” pointing gestures provide a neat solution to the dilemma. A wave of the index finger by the speaker in the direction of the present higher authority is sufficient to explicitly defeat any implicature of primary authority arising from the speaker’s first-position placement of the utterance. The common link with the insecure-reference environments in the Lao study is that the small pointing gesture is performed in the service of heading off a possible problem at the social-affiliational level. This type of gesture is socially regulated. Its function is not primarily to achieve informational alignment, or even some kind of structural alignment in the interactional sequence. Its function is to deal with interpersonal affiliation. We see again the speaker’s systematic
attention to satisfying a social-affiliational constraint, as distinct from their efforts to simply achieve referential calibration.\footnote{Dealing with face is one of the central computational problems for a speaker, given that face is linked to social intelligence as well as emotion, both central to human cognition. If we are correct, then interestingly, the social imperative outranks the informational imperative when the two come into conflict. A question for further research is whether that ranking is universal.}

Another type of secondary pointing gesture is observed among the “abstract deictic gestures” identified by McNeill and colleagues (McNeill, 1992, 2003; McNeill et al., 1993) in data from American English speakers. Abstract deictic gestures are defined formally by their orientation to “empty space”.\footnote{The definition of abstract pointing in McNeill et al. (2003) includes pointing at empty space in both narrative and supernarrative (metanarrative and paranarrative) levels. However, McNeill (1992) has a slightly narrower definition, which excludes narrative level pointing that utilizes an iconically established spatial layout (p. 173).} The chunks of space indicated by such gestures are temporally endowed with representational value for the purpose of discourse (McNeill, 1992:113ff, 171, 199–200; cf. Enfield, 2003a, 2005). We are interested here in a subset of these, which are used for higher-level discourse-organizational tasks, at “metanarrative” and “paranarrative” levels. (We shall refer to these together as “supernarrative”.) Like our S-points, supernarrative abstract pointing gestures are “reduced” and “restricted” in form (McNeill, 1992:199–200). They function to track both concrete and abstract components of a discourse at informationally backgrounded levels. Furthermore, McNeill and colleagues note, in their observations of English and Georgian conversations, that such pointing gestures tend to appear with the initial few references to a newly introduced entity in a discourse (McNeill, 1992:215–217, McNeill et al., 1993:15–17). This is analogous to the function of S-points in the Lao data, discussed above. At the moment of potential insecurity in converging on a referent, abstract supernarrative pointing gestures anchor the referent in a gesturally created space, and S-points anchor the referent in the physical environment that surrounds the speaker and the addressee.

The common function of these various kinds of secondary pointing gesture – our S-points, Bavelas et al.’s citing gestures, McNeill et al.’s supernarrative gestures – is that unlike primary pointing gestures (our B-points) they function at levels of organization which are subordinate to the focal information in the overall utterance (i.e. as expressed by the speech). Here’s the “omega” end of the pointing spectrum. The two major types of gesture we identify in this study are not just “smaller” versus “bigger”. They are qualitatively quite distinct. The type we are calling secondary pointing gestures are complex, subtle, and dependent, and have an entirely different life to the proto-linguistic B-points.

McNeill (1992) raises the issue of the acquisition of children’s ability to perform supernarrative gestures. Concrete pointing is the first of all types of gesture acquired (McNeill, 1992:24, 300; cf. Liszkowski, 2006), coming at about one year of age, significantly earlier than language. By contrast, the use of abstract deictic gestures with metanarrative function “increases from age 8” (McNeill, 1992:322), while abstract deictic gestures with paranarrative function are not acquired until around age 11, very late (McNeill, 1992:326). These late-acquired supernarrative functions of gesture presuppose great sophistication in handling information structure at both the utterance and discourse levels. McNeill argues that the late acquisition of supernarrative abstract pointing is due to the lateness of acquisition of clearly distinct narrative levels in the general organization of discourse (McNeill, 1992:319). “The lateness of abstract pointing is particularly striking given that concrete pointing is the first of all gestures to emerge; abstract pointing is, however, one of the last” (McNeill, 1992:319–321). Our account – from alpha to omega – fits this picture.
4. Discussion: distributing informational and affiliational tasks in utterance formulation

Any cognitive scientific interest in complex external representations in human communication must incorporate the full range of constraints and resources for communicative/representational action in face-to-face interaction. Our investigation raises implications for our understanding of how humans represent meaning in face-to-face interaction, and the kind of constraints and affordances our habitual mode of representation (fully multimodal) presents us with.

For solving the challenging computational problem of making one’s communicative intentions recognizable to others, people have a range of resources at their disposal. While spoken lexico-syntax is a linear, digital medium, other semiotic resources allow additional information to be represented simultaneously to speech. In composite utterances, made up of lexico-syntactic structure, prosody, hand gestures, facial expressions, etc. in concert, the symbolic component (i.e. the lexico-syntax) has a special role, being the most “on-record” component. If we want certain parts of our overall message to be less on-record, then it is in our interest to keep them out of the lexico-syntax. The solution is to employ semiotic resources which are relatively unobtrusive. A good example is intonation contour, which can be varied independent of lexico-syntax (cf. De Ruiter et al., 2006). Directly analogous to one of the S-point functions discussed in this article is the try-marker (Sacks and Schegloff, 1979/2007). Suppose you want to say Yesterday I saw John, but you’re not entirely sure if your addressee will recognize who it is you mean by John. You can “try-mark” the proper name by overlaying it with rising intonation (like a question). This has the effect of “asking” the hearer to supply confirmation that she understands who is meant by “John”. The pragmatic modulation achieved by the try-marker does not compromise the informationally optimistic (and therefore socially affiliative) framing of the utterance’s lexico-syntactic component. The semiotic structure of try-marking directly parallels the Lao S-points. In both cases, information is added to the utterance in a form which is manipulable independent of, and simultaneously with, the lexico-syntax. Like the Lao S-point, the try-marker is used in initial mentions of recognitionals (i.e. proper names). The common mechanism is that the addition of information which might be a threat to face (since it betrays the perceived possibility of a current lack of common ground; Enfield, 2006) is done in such a way as to display an assumption that the addressee should know who is meant by “John”. The pragmatic modulation achieved by the try-marker does not compromise the informationally optimistic (and therefore socially affiliative) framing of the utterance’s lexico-syntactic component. The semiotic structure of try-marking directly parallels the Lao S-points. In both cases, information is added to the utterance in a form which is manipulable independent of, and simultaneously with, the lexico-syntax. Like the Lao S-point, the try-marker is used in initial mentions of recognitionals (i.e. proper names). The common mechanism is that the addition of information which might be a threat to face (since it betrays the perceived possibility of a current lack of common ground; Enfield, 2006) is done in such a way as to display an assumption that the addressee should know who is meant by “John”. The pragmatic modulation achieved by the try-marker does not compromise the informationally optimistic (and therefore socially affiliative) framing of the utterance’s lexico-syntactic component. The semiotic structure of try-marking directly parallels the Lao S-points. In both cases, information is added to the utterance in a form which is manipulable independent of, and simultaneously with, the lexico-syntax. Like the Lao S-point, the try-marker is used in initial mentions of recognitionals (i.e. proper names). The common mechanism is that the addition of information which might be a threat to face (since it betrays the perceived possibility of a current lack of common ground; Enfield, 2006) is done in such a way as to display an assumption that the addressee should know who is meant by “John”. The pragmatic modulation achieved by the try-marker does not compromise the informationally optimistic (and therefore socially affiliative) framing of the utterance’s lexico-syntactic component.

5. Conclusion

We have described two ways in which speech and pointing are combined in composite utterances. The two kinds of pointing can be related to the fundamental properties of pointing as a

---

9 Some traditions in research on meaning in cognitive science and linguistics have all but ignored the formal complexity of composite utterances, focusing on linguistic semantic structures which underlie lexical (and sometimes constructional) resources. On the other hand, both anthropologists and cognitive scientists have looked seriously at multimodality in perception and cognition where external artefacts are involved (Goody, 1977; Larkin and Simon, 1987; Norman, 1991; Glenberg and Langston, 1992; Hutchins, 1995; Zhang, 1997; Oestermeier and Hesse, 2000; cf. Enfield, 2005).

10 Along the same lines, Hayashi (2005) describes the try-marker as a technique for preserving the integrity of the syntax in the best interests of conversational progressivity (Stivers and Robinson, 2006).
basic mode of human communicative action (Tomasello et al., 2005; Tomasello, 2006; Liszkowski, 2006). The B-point (big in form) is hardly different functionally to the pointing gestures performed by pre-linguistic infants. It is essential for comprehending the basic meaning of the composite location-focus utterance, and in some cases may inform all by itself. Typically, added speech is merely supportive/elaborative of the B-point gesture, and if anything is dispensable it is the speech. S-points (small in form) are of a different order. They are more subtle, more dependent, more hidden in the information structure of the composite utterance. While a B-point is doing the primary work of the utterance, with speech playing a supporting role, an S-point adds a backgrounded modifier to an utterance in which speech is central. A speaker’s addition of an S-point to a spoken utterance is a low-cost, low-risk communicative action, which might save against a potentially high social-interpersonal cost, i.e. the undesirable situation of being on record as having underestimated common ground (Enfield, 2006). It is a way of striking a middle ground when two preferences conflict—a socially driven preference against over-telling versus an informationally driven preference against under-telling. While the B-point is an openly foregrounded informative action, the S-point is a backgrounded, subtle, pre-emptive strike in the ongoing struggle to maintain intersubjectivity.
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